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One of the pillars of research is 
publishing results.

Publications make knowledge 
accessible to people and 
promote further studies

Technology, 
Economy
Conservation
Development
Food security



Types of publications

Books Media Journals

Depth in processes
Theories
Hypotheses
Discussion of a topic

Highlight of results
Particular focus

Magazines
Newspaper
Podcasts 

Holistic on the research process
Detailed hypotheses testing
Present data, analysis and results

ability to reproduce



Local/National Journals International journals

Accessible to close colleagues 

Common language

Familiar regions, problematics and/or topics

Accessible to local population

Limited outreach to people  in other countries 

Wider audience

Common International language

Greater Impact

More people can read it and more people
Can learn from your experience 

Improve de advancement in the topic

Increased citation for the authors



Citation Network

Locally 

Internationally

Is the world missing out on 
Your research?



Nano technology Microbiology

Increasing No. Publications



The Road towards Scientific Writing





The structure of a scientific paper

1. Title
2. Abstract
3. Introduction
4. Methods
5. Results
6. Discussion
7. Conclusion
8. Acknowledgments
9. References



Then why did my paper 
get rejected?

1. It failed technical screening
2. It does not fall within the aims and scope 

of the journal
3. It’s incomplete
4. Defective methodologies or data analysis
5. The conclusions can not be justified in 

the basis of the rest of the paper
6. It’s a small extension of a different paper
7. It’s incomprehensible
8. It’s boring



Achieving SUCCES in publishing

Simple – find and stick to the core message

Unexpected – gap of knowledge, consequences

Concrete- easy to grasp central concept

Credible- Support discussion with evidence 

Emotional- Highlight the relevance of the study

Story- Narrative about your research 



Mantra 1. The Title gets people 
reading… and citing

• Condenses the paper’s 
content in a few words

• Captures the readers’ 
attention

• Differentiates the paper from 
other papers of the same 
subject area



A good title is short and easy to remember 
It says something about the work and preferably even something about the 
results. 

A title is the first thing a potential reader encounters and is the first and 
sometimes only criteria to decide whether to read or review the paper or 
attend the talk. A good title probably has quite some impact on whether the 
work is read and remembered.

“Variability-Aware Parsing in the Presence of Lexical Macros and Conditional Compilation”

“SuperC: Parsing all of C by taming the preprocessor”



Journals which publish papers with shorter 
titles receive more citations per paper. Here, 
each blue circle represents a journal, the 
size of each circle represents the number of 
papers in our sample for that journal.
Journals that publish papers with shorter 
titles tend to receive more citations per 
paper (Kendall’s τ =−0.19,
N =625, p<0.001).

Letchford et al. 2015. The advantage of short paper titles. R. Soc. open sci. 2: 150266.
http://dx.doi.org/10.1098/rsos.150266



Mantra 2. 
The abstract determines whether 
they read on

The abstract should get the main messages 
across without drowning the reader in detail. 

It can be the hardest section to write because 
it needs to contain all the key information in an 
easily digestible form within a very strict word 
limit.



You can improve your ability to write abstracts by reading other papers.
Learn from other authors, get the papers you have liked the best and see how the
Abstract was written… and the introduction, and the methods… read on!.

it includes a brief background or justification, a broad description of the approach used, 
key findings, and a final statement (the synthesis) about the relevance of the study

Remember to always include the hypothesis or research question in your abstract



Mantra 3. 
The introduction sets the scene

Presents the background for the paper and shows the 
reader why they should be interested in the study.

logical train of thought leading the reader to the 
conclusion that the study is novel, exciting and worth 
doing. 

Keep it simple and concrete by including only the 
information relevant to the immediate study subject and 
the reasons for doing the research. 

The introduction usually concludes with clear research 
aims or hypotheses. 

At the end of the introduction, the reader should want to 
know what the outcome is.



Mantra 4. 
Methods are all about the detail

The methods should provide enough information for the 
reader to 
1) understand how the design of the study addresses 

the research aims or hypotheses and 
2) judge whether the methodology and data analyses 

are appropriate. 

Details such as the number of plots, experimental 
treatments, frequency of data collection etc. are crucial, 

We usually use a lot of conventions and jargon to keep 
the methods section concise but it should still be clear 
and comprehensible.



Mantra 5.
Results are observations 
not interpretations

Focus on describing the results in an objective and descriptive manner

Follow a logical sequence from that presented in the methods

Use figures and tables to your advantage!

The human brain is visual and self explanatory figures are a tool to 
Understand the work at an eye blink 

Images improve memory



Mantra 6.
The Discussion is our playground

Interpret the results
Focus on your story- Keep the key message in mind
Compare to other studies.

A really interesting discussion brings together different lines of evidence 
based on the results of the study and other published work to make sound 
conclusions and/or propose new ideas and hypotheses to be tested in 
future.



This is an opportunity to give the reader a “take home 
message”, answer the “so what?” question.

What should the reader remember from the paper?
What is the relevance of the results?
Why should anyone care about this study?
Are there any unanswered or new questions? 

The worst way to end a paper is to leave the reader thinking: 
"So what?"

Mantra 7.
Conclusions are not results



Steps to writing a paper

1. Choose your journal
2. Keep hypothesis in mind
3. Prepare tables and figures
4. Write the methods
5. Write the results
6. Discussion
7. Conclusion
8. Introduction
9. Abstract
10. Title
11. Key words
12. Aknowledgements
13. References
14. Get a colleague to proof read the MS



1. Choosing a journal

Topic

Aims and scope

Time of response

Impact factor

Relevance of the paper. 

Some journals are specific about the innovation or woowing factor of the research and have a policy 
to not publish “study cases” or topics that are not “cutting edge” findings.

If you have no idea where to start, look at the references you have read on the paper you are about to 
write, some times that is a good indicator of where your work could find a space for being published.



Impact Factor

A measure of the number of citations a journal 
receives over a year

SCOPUS
ISI WEB
SJR









Download the instruction for 
authors and study them

Instructions for authors contain critical information
on the structure of the documents.
Maximum word count
Units and abbreviations
Limits to tables and figures
Document format, extension and sizes
Citation styles



Steps to structuring the paper

Results

Methods

Discussion
Conclusion

Introduction

Acknowledgments and 
references

Abstract and keywords



Ready for submitting?
Letter to the editor

Dear Editor,

Please find attached our paper “rabbits as house pets”,
I am sure it is of interest for your journal.

Best
The Author of the paper



State:
The name of the paper
If it’s a first submission
The tested hypothesis
Key findings
How it fits the scope of the journal
Conflict of interest 
Not submitted or published elsewhere



REVIEWERS



REVIEWERS



Response to reviewers:

1. Keep your cool
2. Thank the reviewers
3. Address all comments… ALL
4. State lines of the MS with the chaneges



2nd Letter to Editor

Minor revision?
Major revision?
Invited to resubmission?
Overview of changes made
Invite the editor to see response to reviewers




